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VOTE!

Student elections on Wednesday.

Aces
Women's tennis team
downs Indiana St.
Page 12

ougill wins mayoral race
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor
History repeated itself again in
Charleston as challenger Roscoe M.
Cougill defeated incumbent Wayne
Lanman in the mayoral race.
Cougill defeated Lanman by almost a 21 margin Tuesday night. becoming the fifth
new mayor since 1982.
Out of the city's 19 precincts, Cougill
bad 2,479 votes to Lanman·s 1,315.
Charleston voters have not re-elected a
mayor in 11 years. Bob Hickman was reelected in 1981 but left the job in 1982.
Clancy Phieffer was appointed to the post
in 1982 but failed in his re-election bid in

1985.

cost.
The Coles County Board may not raise
the surcharge without approval of another
referendum. Steering committee members
have said the charge may actually decrease
after the system operates for several years.
Lou Hencken, acting vice president for
student affairs, told the News last month he
was "confident" che housing office will take
up any increase.
Since telephone lines for campus buildings are wired through central switchboards

Murray Choate. Lanman 's predecessor.
was elected in 1985 and defeated in 1989.
Lanman and Cougill were both surprised
with the outcome. They said they felt the
race would be closer.
'Tm disappointed right now. but in a
few days, it will pass, about like an ache in
your back side passes," Lanman wrote in a
concession letter.
"I had no personal-gain goals. when I
was elected, and we've achieved many of
our goals for the good of the city. Now, my
wife and l have some retirement goals that
we're really looking forward to accomplishing," Lanman said.
Cougill, a U.S. Air Force veteran, said
he was tired of campaigning and was looking forward to the beginning of his term.
He said his first priority as mayor will be
to work with Eastern President David Joms
a nd d iscuss a long-term plan for
Charleston. CougiU would not go into any
details concerning the plan.
By working in conjunction with the university, the city will be better able to
achieve its goals, he said.
Cougill said he wants residents to make
the final decisions on what exactly needs to
be done.
He added the community would be able
to look over city proposals and offer its
input.

" Continued 011 page 2

•Continued on page 2

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer
Mayoral candidate Roscoe "Dan" Cougill, left, talks to supervisor candidale Tom Morgan Tuesday evenin~ while awaiting election
rr.ndts at the Coles County Courthouse. Cougill defeated incumbent mayor Wayne l..Anman by a 2-1 vote margm.

911 referendum passes
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
News editor
Coles County voters Tuesday approved a

referendum to install a 911 emergency telephone system, tacking a $1.95 monthly surcharge to telephone bills countywide.
By a margin of 1,114 votes, voters supported the $7 million project that calls for an
enhanced system, which will allow a
caller's location to be traced through phone

lines.
The Coles County Clerk's office reported

6,440 votes in favor of the system against

• Bruce Scism ousted in commissioners race. See pase 3.
4,369 votes rejecting it. Figures for specific
precincts were unavailable at press time
Tuesday.
Residents with telephone service will
begin to see the surcharge immediately,
although the system will not be operational
for a year or more. Eastern students living
on campus are likely to escape paying the
increase if university housing absorbs the

Choy: Media fuel racism Senate to announce
By SUSAN KIEL
Activities editor
Filmmaker Christine Choy said
Tuesday portrayals by the American media of minorities are a
prime reason racist attitudes .continue to prevail, and their influence
isn't getting any weaker.
"Technology is increasing so
rapidly, it's almost scary, but
humanity is way behind. We're
still fighting, it's almost empty,"
Choy said Tuesday night
Choy, who spoke Tuesday as
part of the Cultural D iversity
Committee's "One Nation, Many
Voices" lecture series, is a director/cinematographer, who has
spent much of her 20-year film
career addressing minority issues,
particularly Asian issues.
Her speech titled "Television
Lies" focused on the way Asians

and Asian-Americans have been
portrayed through history by Lhe
American media.
"In general, the roll models (for
Asian-Americans) and the presence of Asian-Americans in American media is almost absent or distorted," Choy said.
Choy traced the history of
Asian-Americans in America.
explaining where many of the
stereotypes originated. She also
showed a short videotape composed of clips of American media
depictions of Asians from the
1920s through the 1980s.
She said the general depictions
of Asians fall into one of three categories.
"One depiction is like what you
see in films like 'Rambo,' that of
faceless Asians being slaughtered
and killed in mass numbers," Choy
said. "Those images depict the

idea that Asian life is expendable."
"The other is the coolly image,
showing Asian males as people
who work hard and don't complain, usually as gardeners or servan ts. They are two-dimensional
characters."
Choy also confronted the
images of Asian women that have
flooded American media.
"Usually the women are depicted as hookers, or someone men
have easy access to sexually," she
said.
Choy said not until the earl y
1970s did Asian-Americans begin
to challenge the manner in which
they were portrayed.
"The older generations believed
if you don't make any noise and
work hard, you will end up with a
pretty nice life," she said. "It

• Continued on page 2

spring election totals
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor
Student Government election results will be announced
at the regular Student Senate
meeting Wednesday.
The senate will meet at 7
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of th e Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Polls for the election will be
open from 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday. Five Student Government execu tive positions
and 19 senate seats will be
filled in the election.
Speaker of the Senate Luke
Neumann said the meeting will
begin on time if a quorum is

reached. He said the meeting
may be delayed, as it has been
on past election nights, if senate members are needed to
tally election results.
In other business, the senate
will vote to approve a proposed
addition to the University

Board bylaws, which would
provide funding for UB
retreats and training seminars.
..The retreats will in effect
be training seminars for new
members of the
UB,"
Neumann said. "One r etreat
will focus on the role of the
Union , leadership, programming and improving relations
with UB members and facul-

ty."'
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South Dakota governor remembered
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) - At 6-feet-5 and 250 pounds,
George Mickelson was a giant of a man with big dreams
who followed his father into politics and rose to governor
six years ago.
Mickelson, 52, and seven other people were killed
Monday in a plane crash near Dubuque, Iowa. Federal
investigators waded through a muddy farmlot Tuesday.
looking for clues to what caused the state-owned turboprop plane to go down in a rainstorm.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the pilot
reported engine trouble before attempting to reach the

Dubuque airport. Also killed were two state officials,
Roland Dolly and Ron Reed, and two pilots and three businessmen.
Lt. Gov. Walter Dale Miller, 67. was sworn in Tuesday
afternoon as South Dakota's 29th governor.
"Together we can accomplish al l he wanted to accomplish for us," Miller said in an emotional tribute.
Mickelson was remembered as a man of the people, an
avid outdoorsman who championed Indian rights and
occasionally mowed a neighbor's lawn.
" How many people can say they have the governor for

his lawn boy?" said Orrin Juel, the mayor of Brookings
who has a cabin near Mickelson 's on Lake Poinsett.
Mickelson was tireless in his efforts to boost the state's
economy. The crash came on the return leg of a business
trip to Ohio.
"This great big guy with the beautiful smile, he really
put South Dakota first," said Mary Wagner, a former state
lawmaker from Brookings.
His humility and sense of humor will be missed, said
Richard Helsper. a friend and former law partner of
Mickelson's.

'Pressure upon pressure' threatened in South Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) The African National Congress accused
President F.W. de Klerk on Tuesday of failing to stop violence against blacks and
threatened "pressure upon pressure" until
new elections are set
In a bitter exchange that has continued
since the slaying of black activist Chris
Hani, de Klerk said the ANC was trying to
win political points from the murder.
"They turned the funeral into a political
event which was exploited for every ounce
of political advantage that could be wrung
from it," de Klerk told Parliament. His com-

ments came a day after tens of thousands of
people attended Hani 's burial and millions
of blacks boycotted work to honor the
activist.
While both the ANC and government say
the slaying will not stop their negotiations
on ending apartheid, each side has accused
each other of acting in ways that will slow
progress.
News reports said that some Conservative
Party parliamentarians were under investigation in Hani's April 10 murder and that
more arrests were imminent. Clive DerbyLewis, a fonner member of Parliament and

a high-ranking Conservative leader, is being
held for questioning.
Police arrested Derby-Lewis after questioning Janusz Walus, a member of the neoNazi Afrikaner Resistance Movement who
has been charged in Hani's murder.
As de Klerk spoke, a Conservative Party
member of Parliament. Will ie Snyman.
dumped a bag of coins in front of de Klerk
and accused him of a sellout for dismantling
apartheid. Snyman and another Conservative politician heckling from the gallery
were thrown out.
London's metropolitan police commander

and anti-terrorist expert, George ChurchillColeman, has agreed to help investigate
Hani's murder, the attorney-general's office
announced Tuesday.
From l 985 un til last year. ChurchillColeman was commander of Scotland
Yard's anti-terrorist branch, whose chief
responsibility was stopping Irish Republican Anny operations in Britain.
Detective inspector Michael Jones of the
British anti-terrorist squad also will take part
in the probe, which the ANC said should not
be conducted solely by South African
authorities.

Live ·shells,
may remain
at old sites

FROM PAGE ONE
Cougill
• Frompage 1
Cougill, who is now in charge of appointing
many city positions. said he was going to
leave the appointments as they are. He said he
would keep the individuals appointed by
Lanman in their current positions unless they
demonstrate they are unable to perform their

duties.
The mayor can appoint the city attorney,
zoning board and members of the police and
fire chiefs at the start of the term.
Along with topping Lanman in votes.
Cougill also spent more than the incumbent.
Cougill said the amount of money that he put

into the campaign was about $3,000.
He said all the funds left over from his campaign fund would be donated to charity.
Lanman said he finished out his re-election
campaign with costs of about $2,000. In 1989.
Lanman spent about $980 on his bid for
mayor.

911
• Front page I

i nown·as trunks, the university
will probably only have to pay
the surcharge for each of its 245
trunks. With about 3,900 lines.
the increase per extension for
Eastern will likely amount to
only a few cents for 911 service.

~·~~ .system's purchase. installation
the end of about a year of work and operation.
for tnerrlbers ofltie'blarrestol1
Fi.rs{ proposed early last year,
and Mattoon city councils and former Charleston Commissioner
the county's 24-member 911 Roger Rives, a physician, spearsteering committee.
headed the effort to consider a
The county board must now system. He later served as chairmove to appoint members of a man of the steering committee.
911 board that will oversee the
Steering committee members

originally planned to put the
question of the surcharge on last
November 's general election ballot. T hey decided, however, to
delay the referendum until the
municipal election. allowing
more time to examine cost figures and inform voters of the system's costs and merits.

Choy
f

From page one

wasn't until the second and third generations started getting older that we started
saying, 'Hey, this is not us.'"
"Of course they (the media) d idn't give a
damn. as long as they were making
money."
She said around the same time, the term
"Asian-American" was adopted.
"Before that, we were all called
Orientals. Oriental is a direction, it's East.
It was a Western invention referring to 'you
people from the East.'"

Choy also showed a portion of her latest
project, a documentary on what happened
to the Asian community during and after
the L.A. riots.
"This is a documentary about the Korean
women who were caught in the L.A. crisis
- they speak for no one but themselves."
she said. "These are really the voices that
you would never have had the chance to
hear from the mass media."
The Korean community in south central
L.A. suffered more than half of the estimated $850 million in damages.
Choy challenged the images of the L.A.

riots that flooded the media. She focused
on images o f the National Guard and the
police being involved in the riots.
" Is that really what happened?," she said.
"We don't know. because what we saw was
manipulated by the media. The National
Guard never was in south central (L.A.}, it
was in Beverly Hills."
"(After the riots). the Korean-American
voice was not heard and they were hit the
most fi nancially," Choy said.
"If you look deeply into o u r society,
you ' II see that the voices only represent
certain sectors of our society."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Aging
explosives, including band grenades, artillery shells and chemical
ordnance, may be buried at more
than 250 former U.S. military sites
now in civilian hands, according to
an Associated Press review.
In addition. one-fourth of an
estimated 190 sites where old
chemical warfare agents may be
buried are in civilian areas accessible to the public, though many are
isolated and none are deemed an
imminent threat, the Pentagon said
in a report to Congress on Tuesday.
From an inventory of nearly
7 .600 former defense sites. the
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers is
trying to determine how many still
have buried explosives. toxic
wastes and chemical agents - some
dating back 75 years or more.
Defense officials estimate the
search may take 15 years and cost
$4 billion.
"People got rid of property and
it was out of sight and out of
mind," said Thomas Wash, director of the Corps' office that is conducting the defense cleanup effort.
"We've got a hell of a lot more on
our plate than we've got money to
do."
The effort is further complicated
by incomplete record-keeping on
former defense sites, he said.
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FALL SEMESTER ZOOLOGY COURSES
The following changes in the printed FALL SCHEDULE have been made.

EVB 3000.001 (2431) ZOO 1001 C.001 (7560) ZOO 1020.004 (7569) ZOO 2001C.004 (7584) -

Change instructor from Methven to Staff
Change days of meeting from MWF to MRF
Change instructor from Staff to Rogers
Added: 1100-1150 MW; 1000-11 50 T;
Rogers; LS 327.
ZOO 2001 C.005 (7585) - ADDED: 1300-1350 WF; 1300-1450 M;
Rogers; LS 327.
3600.001 (7622) - Cancelled
3800.002 (7634) - ADDED: 1300-1350 MF; 1300-1 550 T;
Andrews; LS 101 /119
ZOO 4770.001 (7655) - Change days of meeting from MRF to MWF
EVB/ZOO 5100.001 (2466,7675) - Cancelled
ZOO 5210.001 (7685) - Change days of meeting from MT to MW
Change room from LS 119 to LS 117.

zoo
zoo
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Incumbent upset in commissioner race
ly ROBERT SANCHEZ
Qty editor
Two incumbents and two newrs won the four Charleston
issioner positions Tuesday
what incJuded a shocking
by an admittedly stunned
t.

Scholes edged out twoincumbent commissioner
Scism by a margin of only
otcs for the fourth seat on
Charleston City Council.
les garnered 1,792 votes
Scism's 1,786.
comer Greg Stewart finfirst in the eight-candidate
wilh 1.960 votes. Four-time
mbent and the h istorical
leader John Winnett finwith 1.922 votes and
bent Jim Dunn secured a
d term by getting 1,832

finish in the commissioner race.
Winnett said: "I've never seen
a race this close in my life. I've
got to take my hat off to Greg
Stewart.

" I 've always been lucky
enough to be on top, but second
is just as good as first. I'm on the
council," Winnen said.
Since he was the top vote-get-

finance. streets and public
improvements. public property,
and public health and safety.
Stewart. who said his main
goal was simply to pJace, said he
hasn 'r thought about which post
he wants.
"I haven't even gotten that
far," he said. "I dido 't expect to
have first choice."
Dunn and Winnett both said
they want to work to improve
Charleston over the next four
years, but said they recognized
the council will h ave to work.
within certain budget restraints.
Scholes said, "My fir:.l hope is
to get a long-range plan' estab- '
lished and that will include looking at our liquor situation, our
deteriorating properties in town
and those kinds of things."
Stewart estimated that he spent
$450 campaigning, Winnett said
he spent $420 , Dunn said he
spent $900 and Scholes said he
spent $750.
"That's one thing I didn't want
to do is spend a pile of money."
Scholes said. " ... I didn't have a
pile of money to spend."
ter, Stewart will be able to
Following Scism were Brian
choose which commissioner post Myerscough with 1,745 votes,
on which he would like to serve Annette Lynch with 1,721 votes
his first term. The four commis- and Maurice Manbeck with
sioner positions are accounts and l ,448.

reek community
onors its best
excellence.
Greek Week activities that took
place earlier in the week included:
Greek sing. with Alpha Gamrna
ored its own TuesdaY. qight ., DeJta sorority and Sigma Pi frateran awards ceremony. as part nity placing first in the Formal
Week.
Division and Phi Sigma Sigma
Awards were given for various sorority and the Black Greek.
ories. including the top 10 Council placing first in the
men and women, president's Informal Division.
ani, outstanding fraternity and
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and
· initiate, outstanding Inter- Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority placed
mity Council member, out- second m the fonnal division.
· Panhellenic cabinet memAlso as part of Greek Week fes' and various chapter awards tivities, the Greek king and queen
-.Cb as outstanding community were named Monday at a coronaice program and outstanding tion ceremony.
~k management program.
Laura Dill of Alpha Gamma
Scholarship recognition was also Delta sorority was queen, and Jeff
to all students with a GPA of Willis of Delta Tau Delta fraternity
or above.
was named king. Brian Bradshaw
~ome ?if lhe award winners of Delta Khi fraternity and Anna
: .Kevrn ,L'ipke of Sigma Nu VanScoyoc of Delta Zeta sorority
outstanding IFC cabinet mem- were also named to the court.
;lier and Stacy Sales of Sigma
Greek Week activities planned
Sigma sorority for outstand- for Wednesday include unity
Panhellenic cabinet member.
games from 3 to 6 p.m. at the camNamed ouL~tanding sorority and pus pond. Unity games include
fnmnity presidents were Colleine ultimate frisbee, softball and cageMnphy of Alpha Phi sorority and ball at 3 p.m.: President's Tug at 5
Slerling Taber of Delta Tau Delta p.m. and co-chair tug at 5:30 p.m.
blemity.
The airband competition will
Sigma Chi fraternity received also be help Wednesday at 9 p.m.
lbe presidents award for fraternity at Stu's.

EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer

Congratulations!
Chad Bandy, lnterfraternity Council President and member of Sigma Pi, accepts the IFC Past Presidents
Award from Sigma Phi Epsilon's Nick Carrillo Tuesday night at the Greek Week Awards in Mc:Afee Gym. The
e1·e11111g highlighted ac:hiel'ementsfromfraterni11es and sororities as part of Greek Week.

Council votes to create seventh liquor license
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor
In the last meeting of its term. the
Owieston City Council voted Tuesday to
approve an ordinance creating the city's
seventh class of liquor license.
In a 3-2 decision after delaying the matter for several weeks. council members
decided to make available one Class G
hquor license for Donna Bickers of
Olarleston. owner of Joker's, 1412 Fourth
St. The new license will replace Joker's
current Class C license.
During the March 16 city council meetmg, commissioners agreed they should
have the ordinance reviewed by the city's
liquor advisory board - a board City
Attorney Brian Bower said will not meet

until May I.
Not satisfied with having 10 wait until
the board met. Mike Bickers. speaking on
behalf of his wife Donna. demanded a
vote.
Mayor Wayne Lanman and Commissioners John Winnett and Jim Dunn supported the new license. Winnett reasoned
his vote saying in the interest of equal
treatment Donna Bickers deserved the
license since several other Charleston taverns already had approved their requests
for liquor license reclassification.
Commissioners Roger Rives and Bruce
Scism voted against the license. Rives said
the city council should not make a rush
decision because Tuesday's meeting
marked the end of its term.
Larry Reynolds, n member of the liquor

advisory board, announced al the meeting
he ""as never formally contacted by the
board's chairman to meet. Both he and student board member Brett Gerber said the
only notification they had to meet was
given by City Attorney Brian Bower.
Bower said his letter was only a request
to the board to meet. The letter did not
indicate when or where the board should
assemble. Bower said that decision was up
to the chamnan of the board.
The Class G liquor license allows the
retail sale of all types of alcoholic liquor as
long as the liquor is consumed on the
premises where it is sold and not in packaged form. The license would carry a 1.000
annual fee and could be held by only one
establishment.
Another part of the ordinance lower:;

from six to five the number of Class C
liquor licenses the city may grant.
The liquor ordinance issue began after
Donna Bickers failed in her attempt to
reclassify the tavern's current Class C
license. She wanted the Class C license,
which is limited to on-premises sale of
beer and wine to be changed to a Class A
license permitting its holder to sell hard
alcohol on or off the premises.
Commissioners voted unanimously to
deny Donna Bickers' original request during their March 2 meeting. Opposttion
came from those against Joker's selhng
packaged liquor so close to Eastern's campus.
Mike Bickers said earlier that Joker's
intentions did not include the sale of packaged alcohol.
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Deserted council seat is no surprise
Everybody knows at least one.
They're unreliable. unrepentant
and always leave us wondering
what went wrong.
Plans fall through, promises go
unkept and trust takes a back seat
to frustration.
I'm speaking of routine datebreakers, and Eastern's Student
Senate has one of Its own.
Senior Brett Gerber, the senate"s
representative to the Charleston Clots
City Council, conceded last week Sondheim
that he has been to about half of
the council's meetings since assuming the position last

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Dedication will
put basketball
team on track
With the most recent revelation that
women's basketball coach Barbara Hilke has
applied for another job at Eastern, it is
becoming increasingly clear that the women's
basketball program is in deep trouble.
Over the past two seasons there have
been several disturbing Incidents involving
the women's basketball team and now more
than ever it needs a strong leader to pull it
through. Hilke must decide If she wants to be
that leader.
Hilke has applied for
the position of alumni
,,__ _ _ _ _ _ director, ~nd, If she ls
offered the Job and acc-

fall.
The senate pushed to recreate that post more than
two years ago after several other attempts ended with
the same treatment - the representative appointed to
advise the council made a habit of snubbing the mayor
and commissioners at every tum.
By his own admission, Gerber has attended maybe
half of the council's 13 meetings since October.
He's far from the first person to have such checkered
attendance.
As early as 1973, a student representative was chosen
to attend the twice-monthly meetings. relaying student
concerns to the city and taking word of council business
back to the senate. Like those who followed, that early
appointee's attendance grew Irregular. His appearances
eventually became so rare the council eliminated the
position and stopped saving the seat altogether.
Every year In their desperate search for campaign
rhetoric, at least one senate candidate claims to want
Improved relations with the city. A laudable enough
goal, but one they've all failed to reach.
It's not as If city council business regularly demands
.student Input. It ls more often dull, monotonous and predictable. But for two years, the senate has tried to send
someone and said consistently how wonderful the open
lines of communication with the council are.

They use vapid phrases such as Mgood relationship"
and ·positive experience" to describe a rapport with the
dty that doesn't exist.
Even with such a pathetic display of commitment,
Gerber will be keeping his post for the remainder of the
year and perhaps even for the summer. Where else
besides the Student Senate can one earn that kind of
record and keep his job?
Qty commissioners told The Dally f.dstem News they
thought Gerber's attendance was his own business or the
senate's. But they've got to snicker when students
Inspired with a cause call for change and fail to use the
established campus-to-city channels.
Especially when the senate Itself cried for those channels to be dredged.
Gerber apologized for shirking his responsibility, citing
busy work and school schedules as reasons for missing
meetings. Sob story excuses. Are we to believe he can't
make time for two hours twice a month?
Gerber said he hopes the failure doesn"t reflect poorty
on his work and education here. Where does his personal career enter the picture? Vl/hy should anyone care?
Senate members say their top concern is representing
the students, looking out for them and serving as their
delegates. Shouldn't Gerber be more concerned with the
void he's left.
I thought he - like the senate - Is concerned most
with giving volume to the student voice?
Campus voters - however rare a species - should
keep Gerber's record In mind when listening to candidates' so-called Mplatforms. • And If they don't, noth\ng
much Is lost anyway because the advisory seat on tt}e
council ls historically a throw-away post.
Commitment and progress for the students? Don't 1Js..
ten to another word of It.
Nothing is more iUustratlve of the senate's indifferent
work ethic than Gerber's vacant, dusty chair In the Oty
Council Chambers.
- Chris Sundhelm ls news editor and a regular columnist /Orlhe Daily Eastern News.
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coach of the Lady Panthers.
Hilke has proven her dedication to the
team In her 14 years as coach of the Lady
Panthers and has won over 230 games.
However, since 1991, Eastern Is 11-43,
Including a 3-24 record last season. But losing Is part of basketball. Every program has
its lean periods.
What is troubling about the women· s basketball program is what has happened off the
court. Over the past two years, 10 players
have been kicked off or have left the team for
reasons other than graduation. Also, assistant
coach Lori Opp was flred after the 19921993 season, and graduate assistant Cathy
Williams will not return.
Three players, Trenlse Crowell, Sharon
Pozin and Michelle Kaiser, have departed the
team recently for different reasons.
Obviously something is seriously wrong
with the team and changes have to be made.
Hilke's applying for other jobs Indicates she
might not want to coach the team. A head
coach has to be 100 percent dedicated to his
·Qr her team especially when the going gets
rough.
Next season will arrive soon, and Hilke will
have a decision to make. If she wants to be
the one to turn the women· s basketball program around, then she should step up now
and lead the Lady Panthers out of the storm.
If not, she should step aside and give the
reins to someone else while there is still time.
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Virtue can only flourish
amongst equals
Mary Wollstonecraft
Goodwin

Your turn

Speaker needs
to do research
about his topic
· 1 would encourage you to do
some serious research on this topic.·
These were the last words of Eugene
Sattler before he opened the floor for
discussion at his April 12 seminar on
evolution. Sattler was a very good
speaker with strong convictions and
beliefs. The problem is, he Is very
weak In up-to-date, or even accurate, factual information.
Sattler tried to support his case
that dinosaurs and man coexisted by
stating that the prints of both had
been found together. He proceeded
to show us a cast of a human print,
and then several slides of human or
dinosaur prints. Although he did
show a pencil sketch of human and
dinosaur prints together, he never
showed a photograph. It seems to
me that if I were visiting a place
where fossilized prints of dinosaurs
and humans were together that I
would certainly take a photo of It. I

guess Sattler ran out of film.
According to Sattler, God created
man and then animals. I looked Into
this. I went to the library and picked
out a copy of the Torah. the Old
Testament translated directly from
the ancient Hebrew It was originally
written in.
• Genesis 2:7 - man Is formed out
of the dust of the ground.
• Genesis 2: 19 - God formed out
of the earth all the wild beasts and
the birds of the sky.
Oops. What's this? Another story of
creation in Genesis 1.
• Day 5 - God said, ~Let the
waters bring forth swarms of living
creatures, and the birds that fly
above the earth across the expanse
of the sky."
• Day 6 - God created man.
It sounds to me like Sattler had
better buy a new copy of the Old
Testament because I think his copy Is
missing chapter 1. Either one of
those biblical explanations Is wrong,
or they both occurred at once.
Maybe neither were documented
except as simple, alternate explanations for simple, uneducated people.
Sattler further stated that the Bible

documented that the worfd Is only
10,000 years old and was created In
seven days. According to Father M.i
Quilllgan of Mother of Perpetual
Help Church In Maryville, the translation from Hebrew to English has distorted the meaning of the text. The
actual meaning of the text is an
undetermlnable amount of time.
Since the days are of Infinite length,
there Is no documentation of time In
the bible so I 0,000 years could be as
far off as It Is accurate. Scientific dat·
Ing methods are accurate to deter·
mine dates.
I think that God In his wisdom ls
capable of doing whatever he wants.
If he wanted to create a world in two
seconds or trillions of years. what
real difference does It make. The fad
remains that for some reason he
decided to make evolution a wn11ir.ing system on earth that man
manipulate. Maybe he has given It
us to use as a tool to cure diseases;!•
produce new food crops or just
argue over. Isn't it more Im~
religious or not, not how we g
here, but what we do with our I
now that we have It.
~MdC..•
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Complaint filed against
parent company of inn
By ARINNE CURTIS
Slaff writer
After waiting more than a year
for owners of the former Charleston Motor Inn to pay $30,000 of
delinquent city tourism taxes - the
city of Charleston Tuesday filed a
two-count complaint against its
parent company, City Anomey
Brian Bower said.
After repeated warnings from the
city. inn owners did not pay the
debt and were forced to close the
mn in March I992 after che city
ievoked its liquor license and shut
off waler and sewer service.
Bower said the city is seeking
monies from a firm known as
AR.JAY Hospitalities in the amount
of $26,03 I .99 plus penalties for
unpaid hotel/motel tourism taxes.
The penalties, which are 1.5 percent per month for late payments,
3ia\'e accumulated since Nov. 30.

'1991.

As of July 1992. unpaid taxes
and penalties for the inn totaled
about $30.000.
The second count seeks collection of delinquent water and sewer
bills totaling $1,833.50. Bower
said.
Bower filed the complaint after
Mayor Wayne Lanman gave the
order to begin paperwork about
three weeks ago.
ARJAY Hospitalities, a corporation which was a general partner
with the Charleston Inn. now has
30 days to file a response with the
city clerk. Bower said the city
would then proceed according co its
response.
Bower said he thought the matter
will ultimately be settled in court as
a civil suit.
Bower said the firm has been
given many opportunities to pay the
owed taxes in installments before
March 17. 1992, but failed to

uphold the agreements.
"There have been numerous
opportunities. numerous hearings.
numerous promises to pay ... but
installment payments never came
as agreed," Bower said.
Bower said the measure is appropriate under the city's tourism ordinance.
The hotel/motel tourism tax was
established to fund various tourism
programs and to benefit local businesses in an effort to attract more
tourists to Charleston. The tax consists of 5 percent of a lodge's room

rate.
Bower said the inn's bank also
filed suit against ARJAY to foreclose on the mortgage property.
Bower said he thinks the corporation's debts with its bank and the
city total more than $1 million.
"Compared to the overall financial picture, (Charleston's suit) is a
drop in the bucket," Bower said

Senate offers recommendations
on college consolidation model
By JOHN FERAK
Administration editor

• The senate disapproves of dividing the College of
Liberal Ans and Sciences. If the administration pursues restructuring that splits LAS it must provide clear
The Faculty Senate decided Tuesday not to submit a and convincing arguments in support of such action.
recommended college consolidation model to the
• Any plan selected by the administration based
provost, citing lack of time as the chief reason a con- upon balance must be defined and explained.
sensus choice could not be reached.
• The senate recommends the final restructuring
"We're dealing with time constraints," said senate plan be based on curricular affinity and departmental
member Richard Wandling. "By making a model rec- self-identity.
cmmendation, we are kind of locked in."
Senate member Bob Jorstad said Tuesday that
Barbara Hill, provost and vice presi~l
aca- Eastern should save as much ac; possible from restrucdcmic affairs. said the senate's lack of a su_gge~tion..,. turing so the uni.Yersity ..does_n~ have to consider
will not profoundly affect the administration's consid~... ' departmental consolidarlon.
eration of restructuring plans.
Jorstad made a motion for the senate to endorse a
"All we asked was that Faculty Senate make rccom- three-college model, but his move died for lack of a
mendations." Hill said "It's fine with me if they don't second.
submit a model and the Council of Deans does. The
Senate member Marietta Demming said everyone
more diverse recommendations we receive, the bet- should share in the misery of this restructuring proter."
cess.
Despite not endorsing a model, senate members
"Where a department winds up should be deteragreed to submit four different written recommenda- mined how the department sees itself, not how the
liom to Hill.
administration sees it," said Demming. an assistant
The language of the recommendations suggests the professor of health. "I say let's spread the misery
following:
around. I'll be affected (with the consolidation of the
•Allow departments placed in a restructured college College of Health. Physical Education and Recreation)
ID appeal to the administration if they think the move no matter what. Misery loves company. lf I have to
was inappropriate.
suffer you should too.··
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$.75 KEYSTONE CANS
$1 .25 Bottles
"Hey Greeks, come to IKE'S and you won't
have to wait in line for a beer. We will be open
before, during, and after airband." IKE
Wednesday At

c./11arty's
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Serving Charleston &
Eastern lliinois University
426 W. Lincoln Ave.
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·- -±Jinked to breast cancer
NEW YORK (AP) - Women

with the highest exposure to the
pesticide DDT had four times the
breast cancer risk of women with
lbe least exposure, researchers said
Tuesday.
Their study is one of the first to
link the insecticide with breast cancer, although DDT has been
known for decades to cause cancer
in animals.
While the findings do not constilllle proof that DDT causes breast
cancer. they could, if confirmed,
provide a possible explanation for
lhe puzzling rise in breast cancer in
recent decades in the United

States.
"Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women. and a
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lot of the risk is unexplained," said
the study's principal author, Mary
S. Wolff, a chemist at the Mount
Sinai School of Medicine in New
York City.
The study was being published
Wednesday in the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute.
The rise in breast cancer followed the increase in the use of
DDT, suggesting that the two
might be linked, Wolff said.
Even though DDT was phased
out in I 972 in the United States,
"we're all exposed to it through the
diet," she said.
Before 1972. DDT was common
in meat and dairy products. and
because it is stored in the body for
decades most Americans still carry

DDT residues, she said.
Children are exposed to it
through their mothers' milk, Wolff
said And DDT is still widely used
in other countries, including
Mexico, she said.
Wolff and her colleagues measured levels of a DDT-breakdown
product in the blood of 58 women
with breast cancer and 171 women
without breast cancer. Women with
levels in the top l 0 percent had
four times the breast cancer risk of
women in the bottom 10 percent.
The researchers also looked for a
link between PCBs and breast cancer. but failed to find one. PCBs, or
polychlorinated biphenyls, are hazardous liquids used as insulators in
electrical transfonners.

Buy one pair of tinted or
clear soft contacts with
an exam and get a
SPARE PAIR of our
Standard Clear soft
lenses ... FREE.
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&
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~

CALL 345-5100
From llettoon 235-0300
2 Blocks East of Old Main
I04 E. Llncoln, Charleston

Dr. Steven H. Lane O.D.
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Accreditation big plus
By AMY CARNES
Staff writer

Students who graduate from
accredited college programs. such
as the recently accredited
Lumpkin College of Business. are
more valuable candidates in the
job market, said Barbara Hill,
provost and vice president for academic affairs.
Hill said only about one-fourth
of the colleges and universities in
the U.S. offering undergraduate
business degrees arc accredited
programs. She said employers
prefer to recruit students from
accredited institutions because
they know the graduates come
from a program that meets rigorous standards.
··To receive accreditation. a
business school must merit a wide
range of quality standards relating
to curriculum, admissions. degree
requirements. financial resources
and intellectual climate." Hill

said.
Monday, the Lumpkin College
of Business received national
accreditation from the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business at its meeting in Seattle.
The business college. which had
been working toward accreditation
since 1977. now joins 280 other
university programs nationwide
already accredited by AACSB.
The Lumpkin accreditation
affects students in many positive
ways, said Yunus Kathawala,
department chair of Computer and
Operations Management. Accreditation will assist in recruiting faculty members. Kathawala said this
will help students improve their
classroom performance. As a
result, class sizes could be reduced
while students continue to be
taught by mostly doctorate-qualified faculty.
Frank Clark, department chair
of accountancy and finance, said
accreditation is an indication of

quality. He explained for students
who are planning to attend other
graduate colleges of business. the
course work required under the
accredited program at Eastern will
reduce the number of hours they
have to take in their master's programs.
"Ir the College of Business is
consolidated. there will be no
direct impact on accreditation
because it is the programs that are
accredited, not the administrative
unit," Clark said.
Lillian Greathouse, department
chair of administrative information systems said she hopes to see
an additional number of corporations coming to recruit Eastern
students over the next few years.
Regardless of any possible
restructuring efforts. only the
departments of accountancy.
finance. management. marketing.
computer operations and management and administrative information systems will be accredited.

Center faces funding problems
By ADAM McHUGH
Campus editor

College consolidation and continuing budget
problems are reasons why Eastern 's AfricanAmerican Cultural Center remains financially
strapped, said Johnetta Jones. director of minority
affairs.
"When reorganizing an entire university and facing major budget problems. it is the university's
thinking chat there is no need to worry about one
small house." Jones said.
Jones said the center. located on Seventh St.,
across from Old Main. is in desperate need of funding and has received little help from the university.
Jones said the $I ,086 the center receives each
year from '!tate-ap~ated furiils doe&' bet ad&"
quaiely meet its needs.
"That money pays for the telephone and cable
television bills each year: - that's about all it does,"
Jones said.

The house, which is used by Black Student
Union members. Hispanic Student Union members
and Muslim students. needs more than $3.000 to
make proper repairs, Jones said.
Although the house has little structural damage,
Jones said the center's walls need repair and
repainting, and its bare floors need furniture and
rugs.
"The house quite simply needs major renovation," Jones said. "It needs to be brought in line
with the rest of the university."
She added that the ocher sources of funding,
besides that from the state. come from donations
from fraternities. sororities and other student groups
as well as individuals.
"Having to scrounge for money and materials for
~e h~ ill clearly no way to put together a quality
organization," Jones said.
According to Jones. another problem threatening
the center is its demolition to make way for construction of a new university parking lot.

Muddin'
Josh Torrence. a 12-year-old Charleston resident rides through a
muddy alley between I I th and Jackson Street Tuesday afternoon.

Illinois House adopts revision of Open Meetings Act
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The Illinois House on Tuesday
revamped the Open Meetings Act, requiring local governments to give 24 hours' notice of meetings, issue agendas and
clearly explain why they want closed meetings.
The bill, adopted by a 71-32 vote, also would levy fines
against board members who violate the act more than once.
The measure moves to the Senate, where it will likely face a
tougher challenge.
Under the bill, governing bodies would have to hold meetings at "accessible and convenient" locations, give 24 hours'
notice for all regular meetings and keep minutes of what happens behind closed doors rather than write a "general descrip-
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SECURE/CLOSE
345-4489
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lion."
Violators could be fined $100 for a second offense and
$500 for each violation after that.
Proponents said the goal is to keep government accountable.
Opponents say the bill would coddle the press, not inform
the public.
'This is not a press bill. It's a public citizens' bill." said
David Bennett, executive director of the Illinois Press
Association.
"Anytime you strengthen the process. you ensure the public's ability to hold elected officials ... and public business

WE REGRET
to inform you that Stu's
will not be open for
Alternative Rock night.
However it will resume next week.
Sorry about the inconvenience.

accountable," he said.
The Illinois Municipal League, which represents I ,200
local governments, lobbied heavily against the bill.
Executive Director Thomas Fitzsimmons said the new
requirements in the bill are "silly."
"If the General Assembly was subject to the same rules, I
wonder how they would live with it," Fitzsimmons said
The bill adopted Tuesday is one of three House bills
designed to keep better tabs on elected officials and provide
easier access to public records.
'
One would reduce the time a public body has-tO'~
Freedom of Information requests.
' '
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Investigators trying
to sort out cult's end
WACO. Texas (AP) - Some
doomsday culLisLs may have
been shot trying to flee ..Ranch
Apocalypse" before otheri; staned the inferno that left scores
dead. investigators searching the
still-smoldering ruins said
Tuesday.
Whatever happened in Lhe final wreckage, said FBI agent Jeff
hours at the Branch Davidian com- Jamar. Officials said iL could Lake
pound Monday, federal agents - two weeks to gather all the eviunder intense scrutiny for starting a dence.
tank-and-tear-gas assault that
Among developments Tuesday:
apparently precipitated Lhe fire • The Clinton adminstration 's
said responsibility for the carnage handling of the case was sharply
rests solely with the group's leader. questioned by victims' relatives
David Koresh.
and attorneys, politicians and
Presidenl Clinton echoed that observers worldwide. Clinton
senumeat
defended Anomey General Janet
"He killed those he controlled," Reno, who approved the FBI effort
Clinton said at the White House.
to use a tank to knock holes in the
Koresh and 85 others, including compound walls and tear-gas the
17 children under age I 0. were cult members out, but said, " I
believed to have died in the fire that signed off on this."
ended the cull 's 51-day standoff
Clinton ordered federal agencies
with federal agents; there were nine to investigate events that led to the
survivors. four of whom remained fiery end of the standoff. Two conhospitalized Tuesday.
gressional investigations also were
Investigators began pulling bod- announced.
ies out of the rubble, but were
• Five cult members who surslowed because "ammunition was vived the blaze appeared in federctl
still cooking and exploding" in the cowt, wearing orange jail suits and

shackled by the ankles. One of
them, Remos Avrram, told
reporters that an FBI tank spraying
tear gas into the compound had
knocked over a lantern and started
the fire, and that the cult had "no
plan for suicide."
The FBI said its snipers saw
cultists setting blazes and that a survivor told investigators that lantern
fluid had been poured throughout
the wooden complex.
• Texas Rangers at the compound
began investigating the deadly
shootouts that erupted at the beginning of the siege, during raids Feb.
28 by federal Alcohol. Tobacco and
Firearms agents. Four agents were
killed and 16 were wounded while
trying to execute search warrants
for alleged firearms violations.
Koresh had said six cultists also
were killed in the shootouts.
• Gov. Ann Richards joined
Waco residents at a memorial service in a small downtown church.
"Now I think it's time for us to
heal," she said.
• Stale officials were trying to
determine the best future for surviving children who were made
orphans by the fire.
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Troops to be transferred
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) - The United States
and Germany are transferring NATO wartime command of thousands of each other's soldiers in an
unprecedented move that will put Gls under
German officers and Germans under U.S. orders.
The exchange reflects NATO·s need to combine
forces into multinational corps given national troop
cutbacks. It is also a departure from Washington's
traditional reluctance to allow foreign generals to
supervise its troops.
"The United States has not in the past designated
any of its forces for operations directly under the
command of others," said U.S. Army Gen. John
Galvin, former chief of European forces for the 16nation North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
"If Lhe balloon goes up, the plan would be for
that division to chop (pass) to the German corps,"
said Galvin, now at West Point Military Academy
in New York.
At Thursday's ceremony in Giebelstadt Airfield,
about 50 miles southeast of Frankfurt, Germany,
the U.S. Army's 1st Armored Division, based at
Bad Kreuznach, will be attached to the German
army's 2nd Corps. Germany's 5th Panzer Division
will go to. tl~e. U.s, 5th Corps, based in Frankfurt.
The 16,000 to 20,000 troops in each division

HOUSE FOR 5-6
Near Campus

will not move from their bases. Each multinational
corps will total 50.000 Lo 75,000 soldiers.
Each nation wilJ also assign six bilingual officers
to the other's corps headquarters of several hundred personnel. The specialists will take pan in
training, intelligence, communications and logistics.
·
"The German division is an equal partner in the
planning process of the 5th Corps, which has never
been done before," said Lt. Col. Dick Bridges, the
corps spokesman.
The command arrangement would come into
play during a crisis, when control of national
troops is transferred to NATO's chain of command
of U.S. and European officers. At the top is U.S.
Gen. John Shalikashvili.
In peacetime, the troops remain under national
control.
Two other multinational corps are also planned one German-Dutch and another Danish-German.
The command structure of the four multinational
units will be in place by 1995.
Mixing units is intended to lessen Lhe burden on
NATO nations that can't afford to field as many
soldiers as they once did. The multinational units
will also be smaller and more flexible.
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FOR SAi.i.
FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave .
Charleston 345-VOLT.
_ ______

CHEAP! 2-4 summer sublessors
needed for nice furnished house
wrth porch and AtC. ean 345-2452.

ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH
FOR INSURANCE? CALL BILL
HALL, 345-7023 FOR AUTO ,
MOTORCYCLE. RENTERS OR
SHORT-TERM HEALTH.

ED. $300 EACH FOR WHOLE
SUMMER. GREAT LOCATION
CALL
_ _348-0957
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4122

ca~F/00

=---..,.-----,----41'21

Typing SeMce. Also ofter C001XJ18<
courses: WOl'dPerfect 5. 1. Windows
3.1, WrrteRight Just Caft; 581-2829

caMWF517

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted for
private Michigan boys/git1s summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, tennis. golf, sports,
computers, camping, crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also kitchen,
office. maintenance. Salary $1100
or mo<e plus R&B. Dayna Glasson.
1765 Maple, Nftd., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
_ _ca4/12·16,19.21.23,26-27
Available immediately: <:OIJl)ebtiVe
wages. Positions open for
Developmental Trainers and
Activrtles Aides. Apply in person at
73818th, Chas. EOE.

41'21

C-R"""U_l_SE
__'"'"S-H-IP__
S_N_O,_W-H-IR--ING -

Eam $2,000+/month + wOl1d travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For employment
program call 1·206-634-0468 ext
C5738.
____________4130
Guaranteed $400: Two student
clubs needed for fall project Your
group guaranteed at least $400.00.
Must call before end of terml 1•
800-932-0528
_ _ _ _ _ _ca4/15,20.21
Babysitter for 2 girls, ages 1 112
and 3. Thursdays from 12 to ? Call
Kathy. 348-5076
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4123
Needed urgen11y. Two female gymnasties Instructors tor shQr\, sum-

4/23

2--FE
__M
_A_L_E_SU
___B-LE
=ss~o--R--S...,.N.,.,EED-

Summer Only! Cheap ( 1)
Bedroom, free water, trash &cable.
CaBTonya.~

4122
Summer Sublessors Needed. 2
person, 2 specious bedroom apt.
Air, furnished. close to campus .
Rent neg. Call 348-6090

..._,....y

r~a

Nice, close to campus. furnished
houses for 93-94 schOol year. Two
people per bedroom, 10 1/2 mo.
lease. $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517
Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917 Fourth
S1.
_345-2231
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517
24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma Apts
1 bedroom apartments for 1 or 2
persons. Utilities Included. 11 112
mos. lease. $325 for 1 person or
$185 each for 2 persons. Call Jan
or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads Realty

_ _ _ _ _ _ _.517

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE FURNISHED APARTMENTS. PATIOS
BALCONIES. AIR. NINE MONTH
LEASE, FROM $160 PER PERSON. _
APPOINTMENT.
_ _ _ _345-6000
_ _517
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN·
HOUSE GREAT FOR 3-4 PEOPLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FURNISHED, BASIC CABLE PAID,
DISHWASHER, AND GARBAGE
DISPOSAL. CALL YOUNGSTOWN,
345-2363.
___
_ _ _ _ _ _517

Two bedroom, 1 112 baths furnished apartments available for fall
free laundry ~· stove, ~
mel'EIUpiogia~.~' li'l'~.111 included near
- 1:00. Call Ill'.. .._,,~'6.M:";.Ua._11W~¥Voodlawn. Phone
Crawford, 581-6363.
348-n46

--

-~-------517

House near EIU: 3 BOA. 2 Baths.
Partly Furnished. $185. 348-1614
or348-8096

513

3 bdrm apt. in new big. central air,
dishwaShers, cetTtng fans, carpet &
furnished. An new. Low utirtties. Off
st. prk. 1/2 blk from campus. 3455048,
3-5 p.m.
___________
4122

Roommate Needed for 3 bedroom
Apt, Fall & Spring. Free parking
and water. 345-3947
4127

;:=.===;;;;;;;;===;;.;;.:::..,

-----

Summer sublessors needed: 2
bedroom, furnished, A/C, near
campus, negotiable rent-inexpensive.
348-7617
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _41'23
2-bed apt. or 2-bed townhouse.
Great locationslll Rent negotiable.
CaR
Laura
or Jason
345-3203
__
__
_ _at
_
_ _4/23
4 summer sublessors needed, central air, furnished, oft-street parl<ing,
1 blk from e&n'1>US· Low rent Call
581-2483 or 581·2'283

345-4426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517
FOR SALE: 1985 BLUE ESCORT,
Many Mtles. New Exhaust $400.00
OBO. 345-5905
- -- - - - 4124
Golf clubs. Complete set and bag.
$100.348-1614

-~-------41'21

bike.

Schwinn 3-speed
Good condition. Cheap transportation. $40.
348-5461
_ _ _ _ _ _4121
1991 RALLY SPORT CAMERO, T·
TOPS, FULLY LOADED, SPORT
WHEELS,
36,000
MILES
SERIOUS INQUIRES ONLY.
KRISTI 348-8235

A-Frame loft fits all south quid

rooms. eaa 581-2050
_ _ _ _4121

1990 Ply. Sundance. 2 door,
36,000 miles Good condillon.
$6,100. Cal Kolin 345-3915, kllM

message
_____________517
Honda CB750 $625. Peavey
Ste<eo Chorus212 amp, $550. 3481396. Steven

4121

FOUND: Small. groomed, dirty
blonde dog with black harness by
STIX. Well-trained and very hiendly. Call 348-5114.

4123

MINI-STORAGE~

4/23

RENTAL SPACES

---~---4fl3

•
•
•
•

------~--4fl3

Summer/FalVSpring: 3 or 4 bedroom house, 953 OMsion, 761 81h
Street Furnished. 345-5728

--------~4/23

5 bedroom house, 715 9th Street.
furnished, W/D, C/A, $130.00
EACH for 5 persons. 345-5728

Clean, Secure Rooms
U Lock It, U Keep The Key
Household Furniture, Cars
Outdoor Space In Mattoon
Also Microwave Rentals

--------~4/23

RENTAL
PROPERTY
Charleston: ( 1) Efficiency Apt.
~vailable NOW; 2 be.droom
'ut>siairs apt. Fall fease. Phone
345-6<>11. After 5:30 345-9462 Ask

CARLYLE RENTALS
West Route 16. Charleston
·2601 Cherteston Ave., Mattoon

It

.,

c~

I a4s-n4s

tor
_Larry
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4128

4 or 5 person Housel Couple

blocks from C81ll)US, 93-94 school

517

FOR ,..R.,..E,..,.NT=-:-N-ICE TWO BED·
ROOM APARTMENTS, LAUNDRY, GARAGE. AVAILABLE
AUGUST NO PETS. 345-7286 (M·
F) S-5; (SAT) 9-12.

ACROSS
Ground--missile
•Hundredth·
Abbr.
I Use a chair

1

Hlikethe
pre-1969 moon
14 The Altar

11 Its capital is
Bamako
ti See 15 Down
ti Magritte's
medium
1t81eaaing

•"Tuxedo --,"
40's hit
a Penny's pair
11 Causes of ruin
u Actress Susan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _41'JO

nKnotanew
• Make a chain

eolnthesack

•1 Chem. room

ao Disputed pettily a Impassive
MEgyptian
a TV's Danson
goddess

M "JukeBox
- , " 40'shit

•Actress Mary

M Greek letter
•Comic Johnson
et al.

--Hurt
40 Demonstrate

the falsity of
41 Take a yoke off,

old style
a Certain collars
41 Imprint
48 Aids in crime

u Tabby or Felix
ASee15Down
I I Teen woe

•Bonito shark
•A40'shit

2 BR apls, furnished, oentral A/C, 2
blocks from campus. 345-9636
after
5:30
__
_p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _4128

DOWN
t Washer or
bather
• Certain tie score

I Sale words
4 Presa surts
I Gypsy

•Hewrote
"Home, Sweet
Home"
., Gators' kin
I Not slack

•Somewhat
pious

~~"'I

o=+....--...-1

New 3 BR Apartment 2 blocks from
campus 93-94 school year. 1O mo.
lease, $205 each call B&K rentals
at 345-6621 (leave message if no
answer) or 348-8349.

2 sublessors needed for
Intersession/Summer. $155/mo.
each. Waler and trash included. 1
bedroom and furnished. Call 3453407.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....;4127

Road ready condition. Alpine
stereo. RUNS GREAT! $800.00.
Can Steve at 345-9345, leave mes·
sage

SOFTWARE. Lotus $99.00, AMI
Pro $79.99, FREE Lance grapha.
$99.00, C++ $149.00. More
Avallable.
_ _ _359-3520
_ _ _ _ _ _4123

Available fall: large one bedroom
apartment for two people. Lease,
reasonable, quiet area. 345-7387,
6-8 p.m. only

_ _ _ _ _ _ _caMNF517

4/23

--------~4121

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade tor?

--------~&4

100 FT FROM BUZZARD: HOUSE
FOR 3-4 PERSONS, 10 MTH .
LEASE. 345-2265.

SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: LARGE 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE-APARTMENT
FUR·
NISHED, ABOUT 1 BLK FROM
CAMPUS.
CAU.
____
_ 345-3227
_ _ _ _4/30

--------~517

1969 Buick Electra 4 Door Hardtop.

SEITSINGER APARTMENT, 1611
9th St., 1 block east Old Main.
Completely
furnished,
air,
microwave. Individual leases. 1 boy
needed for summer. 1 boy needed
for fall. Call 345-7136

93-94 school year: 2 bedroom
townhouses. Furnished. 9 or 12
month lease. 1610 and 1640
University Drive, by Walmart. Call
1-235-0424
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4130

-

Schwinn Frontier Ten Speed
Mountain Bike, like new. $240.00
348-0439

Nice, lg basement apt., close to
E.l.U. Utilities furnished. Call 3454602

~.u.
. .I r:~ec:!:~.Rne::1~
~t.~~--....................................-.:..~- 8349.
Large 2 bedroom apartment for 2
or more tor summer. Cal 348-1843
Mike.Jason
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121

Duplex: 2 BR, AIC, Appl's., offstreet parking. No pets. Close to
campus. Lease, Oep. 34&0014

Summer/FalVSpnng: 1 or 2 bedroom Apt. furnished. 620 5th
Street, W/O, 345-5728.

n46
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517

Female roommate needed for summer. Only $80 per month. Close to
C81ll)US.
_ _ _Call
_348-7601
_ _ _ _ _4121

Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova Accutron
watch $225. Woman's full length
furooat-$100. Trade for? 345-4426

4/23

House tor 4 or 5 girls, low rent &
utilihes. Close to campus. 345·
5048, 3-5 p.m.

Mini-storage available as low as
$30/month. Carlyle Rentals, 348-

Roommate Female: Enjoy country
iving. 5 ~les south of Chal1eston.
Own room. $15G'month. 348-5195.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121

3 bedroom apt. newly remodeled.
Low ulthties. 112 block from Old
Main Summer or Fan. $160.00 mo.
Call 348-8792
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121

-----~---4121

ROOMS FOR MEN. Quiet, serious
students only. 1 block from campus. $110/mo. summer: $165/mo.
FalVSpring (9-month lease). Most
utilities included. Call 345-7266
after5
_ _p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _517

- - - - - _ _ _ _4122

l"'\lll, a&N I · ·=-:

41'21

OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR LEASING 93-94. CAU. 3450LDE.

to Ind. neighbor
u · --the

aeuon ...•
~~~EB

H - - vu
11 With 16 and 53
Across, 40's
hits

-,----------·517

Summer only 2 bedroom
Apartments 2 People $125 a
month
Phone
348-n46.
_ _each
__
__
_ _ _.517

nOldSol
11 Authof' Fleming

~,.,...,,~

a · - Geste•

~~ I I " Step - I "
.;;;+;;+;+;"'4 I I Bottle pts.

Four bedroom apt $600 per month
plus low utilities. Five blocks from
campus. Washer and dryer. 2344831

..,,...~~~~ •A40's hit

mt::':t':~:+:r.-t •Poet Millay
-.;;;.&..~~,1,;;;.o It Sur1y

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _41'23

Now leasing nice 3 bedroom furnish apartments for 93-94 school

• Eden, e.g.·

year.
Call
__
_345-3664.
_ _ _ _ _ _41'23

Abbr.

u Roman lang.
M In a pig's - -

•Dispatched
nSetupon
• - - up
(freezes)
• "-Stop"
a Stamp
collectors' gp.
.. Secret
41 Nursemaid

48 Spirited horses
48 World-weary

It Bk. employees

MSeaweed
A Suffix with
comment
• Disney deer
MWelcomeIO "Old
MacDonald had 1'7 ActOf V1goda
afarm, - - . .. • •B.&O.stop
one?

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-9 29

WILL-12 12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9

News

News

Designing Women

MacNeil, lehrel

Unsolved

Entmt. Tonight

Spor1SCenlei
&saball

Quantum leap

Inside Edibon

News
Married ••

Mysteries

Night Court
Cheers

Secret Weapons
Aces High

Read'lllQ Ranbow
Club Connect

Unsolved
Mys!enes

Wanna Bet?

LAL.aw

Beverly Hills,

Arabia

llllle House

Malla Shrver

Walker, Texas

Wings

Bonanza

Ranger

Jeltersons

Wondel Years
Home Free

Mortier,
SheWrott

Home lmp!OY
Coach

MOVll:
Sweet PoiSon

Sirens

MO'lie Beyond
the Stars

Earth~

90210

longest
Hatred

Ctms!Jne
Cromwell

rune Trax

News

Skyllunters

Baseball Tonight
News
Tonight

News
M'A'S•H

News

LOYe Connec:tJon

Spor1SCen!e!

News
Americ;i

MacG)"llll

N911Coun
Renegade

l11rt;sometning

Cl1e8IS
Studs

Arabia

LOlel!ll

ioung Show

Film Classoes

Moo;ie:

Goldt.nger

HY DID THE CHICKEN
OSS THE ROAD? TO GET
JOEY'S. BUT HE NEED
NOT! WE DELIVER. PHONE
345-2466
. .,...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _.4 n4
April 21st: Vote for persisdedication,
and
tence,
itilTEGRITY: Amy Levine for
nt Senator
.,,,......_ _ _ _ _ _ _·4121
~ MANI! Just in time for Bikini
ason. New bulbs in all our
at Jamaican Tan. 1O tans
.00. 348-0018, 410 7th St.
4/21
7

PLAIN GREEK PADDLES, standard size, $4.00. 581-2987
4/21
T.,..O_A_L_L_S_O__
R_O_R_IT_l_E_S-AN D
FRATERNITIES: THIS IS OUR
WEEK-ENJOY ITI LOVE, THE
LADIES OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
Congratulations
HOPE
PRATHER on being elected
State Baptist Union President!
Love your roomies In 209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
GREEK WEEK AIRBAND Is
finally here! 9 p.m. tonight at
Stu's.
_______________
Tickets are required. 4/21

PHI SIGS AIRBAND: Good luck
tonitel Your sisters will be there
supporting you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
ASA Airband: Good luck tonight!
I know you'll be "dangerous on
the dance floor• once again!
ASA love, Kyla
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
ALPHA GAM AIRBAND: GOOD
LUCK TONIGHT, I KNOW
YOU'LL DO GREAT AND AS
ALWAYS, LOOK AWESOME.
:r--:c=-.=D.'s-=-$4:-.-=oo=-=A:-ls-o-:b~u·ylng LOVE YA, WILLY
ything of value, pawn bro=-----,..----=-4/21
, 325 Madison, Charleston.
Today is Norma Taylor
ntCashl
Appreciation Day. Give her a
_ __,________4121
call, write her a note or just stop
bway honors any competi·
by and remind her how special
s coupons.
she is to all of us.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
-----=------=-=----·4121
urity Deposits• Don't lose
WANTED: Graduation tickets·
urs because of home damwill pay cash-Please call 581 •
·for all types of repairs-at a 5750
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
at price. Call Eric at 345·
230 anytime, Ive. message
ASA Alrband: You will all always
be our supermodels! Good luck
~-:--:---:-:---=--~·:4/23
ded urgently. Two female tonight! Love your sisters
nasties instructors for short
,.....,.__,..._.._=-=------==-4/21
ummer EIU program. 7-18
WHATEVER THE LETTER, WE
, 10:00-1:00. Call Dr. Scott ALL SHARE THE ROPE
~G.M. Crawford, 581-6363.
TOGETHER!! WAY TO SHOW
YOUR PANHELLENIC SPIRIT
~....,-----..,..,.-,....--..,..,--4121
best to all fraternities and
ALPHA PHii
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
roritles during Greek Week.
0 FOR BY INTEGRITY FOR Beth: Happy 22nd Birthday.
:TE.
Let's get fubar bed tonight. I
love you #6 M Martin.
=--=-:--:----::--...,.--,,--4121
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
T Pledges: Great job with
tea. Hang in there-you're
Hey ASAs: Outstanding job with
ost done . .M~e. Jll& ~;,rd, Gree~ Sing! Thanks for the
rlal Love, Your Pledglt ECI.
opportLnity to accompany. I was
proud to be among such a spe4/21
cial group of girls. Love NIQUE
:--::-the--:M=:Ec:":N-:0::-::F:-:-:-KA":"'.P::-:P::-:Ac-=DELTA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
: you guys are so •sweet".
Congratulations to ALL the win:We really enjoyed the candy. ners of Greek Sing! Love the
Love, THE LADIES OF PHI
LADIES OF TRI-SIGMA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
SIG.
4n1
ROB AND SEAN: THANKS
lft' ..,,
Greek
--,,...,W,.,.,-ee...,.k"'"'U""'N""'t=TY~G=-A'"'M...,.E=s are
NOT ONLY FOR COACHING
today from 3p.m.-6 p.m. at the
US BU ALSO FOR ENTER·
cempus pond.
TAINING US-WE LOVE VAi·
JENANDANG
,,.,.....--:-----=--- 4/21
gor, Originality, Teamwork,
4/21
.-B-L_U_E_S_v_s_._HA_W_K_S_"_T-IC-KETS
Experience. VOTE FOR AMY
COMPTON and the INTEGRITY LOOKING TO BUY FOR SUNPARTY.
DAY'S GAME. CALL AFTER
5:00 P.M. 345-4149.
•...,,.,,....-.,...--,-._...---4/21
___________4/22
ASTs: Greek Sing was great!
¥ou guys are awesome. Thanks Tri-Sigma Alrband: Let's show
.,, all your hard work and coopthem what you guys are made
, Tau Love, Melisa
of! Good luck!
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _4/21

ASAs: GREAT JOB AT GREEK
SING! SECOND PLACE IS
UNBELIEVABLE! (LITERALLY)
KEEP UP THE HARD WORK.
WE CAN TAKE IT ALLI! ASA
LOVE,KAARYN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
The Women of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would like to thank Norma
Taylor for all of her hard work
and dedication to our campusl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
To the MEN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA: Good Luck during
GREEK WEEK! I know you
guys will do a GREAT JOBI
Love, Alicia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Good Luck TRI-SIGMAS in AIRBAND, TUGS and PYRAMIDS!
Your sisters will be ROOTING
you on!I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
ASA TUGGERS: You Go Girlsl
We Tug Rope! Let's do it
TODAY! Love, Stephanie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
ROB
YORK
and
SEAN
DEMPSEY: Can't wait for that
fun-filled day at the lake - •we've
got boating, fishing, waterskiing,
sunbathing, drinking ... AND
GREAT
COMPANY-WHO
WANTED SPAGHETII?? We'll
be "THE HAPPINESS TEAM"
Love Your Alpha Tuggers
..........- ___--.,._______4/21
DON'T MISSll Annual Sale at
Just Spence's, 1148 6th Street,
this Thursday and Friday. 1 p.m.
- 6 p.m. 20-60% off everything.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
Congratulations to JEANNE
SABAL of TRI-SIGMA on getting LAVALIERED to BILL
KINGSBURY of Pl KAPPA
ALPHA! Your sisters are VERY
HAPPY for youl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
ASA AIRBAND: I've got one
thing to say: GOOD LUCK
TONIGHTI Love, Stephanie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
TINA MEISMER: Congratulations on getting a piece of the
rock, AKA, engagement. Love,
Your ESA sisters

~~~------=-.~-:-7-4~

Congratulations Al-PHA GAMS
on winning Greek Sing. All your
hard work paid off! We ar very
proud of you! Love, Tina &
Rachel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Tri-Sigma Airband: I am very
proud of all of you. Thanks for
all of your hard work and long
nights. Get ready to Jam on II
tonight.
Jeanne
_________________
4/21
KRISTA BEDINGER: Congratula·
tlons on getting lavaliered to
Daman. I couldn't be happier for
you two. I love you both! love,
Rachel. P.S. The plan Is lunch on
Friday! You owe us.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Michelle and Jill: Tonight's the
nightl You guys will do great!
Good Luck, Sigma Love, Bobo
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

To the Ladies of ASA:
Congratulations on 2nd In
Greek Sing and 1st in canoes!
Good luck with the rest of Greek
Week. Love, Brian
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
LAURA DILL: CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING GREEK
WEEK QUEEN. YOU LOOKED
BEAUTIFUL UP THERE. LOVE
YA,, WILLY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
PIKES AIRBAND: Afros and
polyester A'plenty tonight! Beat
it, Beat them Wahoo! Love
Dreamy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
SIG KAP AIRBAND: Hey you
sensuous lip syncers. Show 'em
how it's done Daisy D and
Angie B. Love, Missy G.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
SIG KAP AIRBAND: Hey you
sensuous ladies! Let's show em
what we gotll Love, Nicole
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
DELTA ZETA AIRBAND: We
know that you are going to do
great tonight! Your sisters are
behind you all the wayl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
HEY TRI-SIGMA TUGGERSI
LET'S RUN ITI SNAP IT! PULL
ITIWINIT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Unity Games for Greek Week
has been changed to Saturday,
April 24 at 1:00 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
The Women of Delta Zeta would
like to congratulate Alpha
Sigma Alpha & Sigma Phi
Epsilon on placing second at
Greek Sing
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
SIG EPS: Good luck with
Alrband tonight! Disco on the
dance
floor!
Amy
___
__
_ _ _ _4121
ANNA VANSCOYOC of DELTA
ZETA: Congratulations on mak·
ing the queen's court. You
looked BEAUTIFUL! We are so
proud of youl In the Flame your
Dee Zee sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
•SPECIAL• SEE YOUR HOUSE
COMP~TING
I~
!3REl;:K
WEEK/AIRBAND/G REEK
SI NG/TU GS/CANO ES/ETC.
COOL SOUNDTRACKS ON
VIDEOS-ONLY $10. TAKING
ORDERS NOW! CALL MARK
581-8140
4/21
F~
O_R_L_E~A-D
..........
E~R-S_
H_l~P-=THAT
WON'T QUIT VOTE CHAD
TURNER. INTEGRITY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
DELTA ZETA: We did an
awesome Job Sunday. We did
our best and that's what counts.
Keep smlllngll Let's go out and
get 'um this week. Fire-up Dee
Zee!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
ANGIE ARD and JENI VAN of
Alpha Phi: Good luck with
TUGS this week. Love, Kristin &
Melissa
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/21

by Bill Watterson
II SEtMS TO Mt 11(1>.T

IF l'tf\ Neff \.£A~"\~G
1\-\l":i M~T~l~L. 'fOIJ
~I BE A 'lER'{
<::J::J)'O ltl>.C\1£~ !

l'.\l'SY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Chad Turner for Exec. VP-leadership that's been tested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
KRISTIN BELLATTI of Alpha
Phi: Good luck tonight at
Alrband. Love, Angie, Jeni and
Melissa
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
JANE CORIEL: Good luck
tonight. Get out there and show
them what you've got um-hmya-yal Luv Nik
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Kim Hopper: You did a wonderf u I job with Greek Sing. We
appreciate all your hard work
and dedication. Love Your TriSigma Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Melinda: Thanks for all your
held with Sig Kap Tugs. Your
cooking and coaching were
exquisite. love the Pike coaches
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
FOR LEADERSHIP that keeps
on working. Vote Chad Turner.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Sig Kap Tugs: Thanks for all your
hard work and dedication. We've
enjoyed coaching you and we
know you'll do great. Love, your
favorite Pike coaches
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
VOTE FOR KRISTIN BROWN
FOR STUDENT SENATE.
INDEPENDENT ON CAMPUS
CANDIDATE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Thom: You did a GREAT job!
We're very proud of you and
you'll always be #1 in our eyes!
Phi Sig love, Jenn, Paula, and
Kristin
____,,_________=-.,......-::4/21
IF YOU DON'T WANT A QUIT·
TER, VOTE CHAD TURNER
FOR EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT.
INTEGRITY FOR STUDENTS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
SIGMA Pl BEACH BOYS: CONGRATULATIONS ON A WELL·
DESERVED VICTORY! l'M SO
PROUD OF YOU GUYS! LOVE,
SARAH

METALLICA TRIBUTE BAND
"DAMAGE
INC."
PYROTECHN IC SHOW AT
TED'S THURSDAY. ADM $3.00.
SHOW STARTS 9:00 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
Congratulations to Mike Smyth
on being named Delta of the
Week for his outstanding work
on Greek Sing
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
THE REVISED GREEK GAMES
SCHEDULE FOR TODAY IS:
LITTLE MEN'S TUGS, 3:00;
WOMEN'S TUGS, 4:00; BIG
MEN'S TUGS, 5:00.
____________
4121
Chad Turner didn't Quit. Chad
Turner doesn't Quit. Chad
Turner won't Quit. Vote Chad
Turner-Integrity
.................,.----------:4/21
DEREK & LANE: You've been
great throughout this long haul!
DON'T WORRY, it will all pay
offl Love, DELTA ZETA
TUGGERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
MAMA HEIDI: Good luck during
Greek Weeki TUG HARDI Sig
Kap love, Baby Heidi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
NOW WE KNOW WHERE THE
RAIN IS COMING FROM, SO
LET'S GO GET 'EM. DEE ZEE
TUGGERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Congratulations to Jeff Willis of
Delta Tau Della and Laura Dill
of Alpha Gamma Delta on being
named Greek God and
Goddess
~---------4/21
Castro and Haller! Thanks for
all your hard work. We will make
you proud! Let's snap the world
out of them! Love the Tri-Sigma
Tuggers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
THE REVISED GREEK GAMES
SCHEDULE FOR TODAY IS:
LITTLE MEN'S TUGS, 3 :00;
WOMEN'S TUGS, 4:00; BIG
MEN'S TUGS, 5:00.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER is going ice skating and to Garcia's
Pizza in Champaign Saturday afternoon. Call the office if you want to
comet 348-0188
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass Wednesday at 9
p.m. at the Newman Chapel. Social following.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY
Deadline for the Track Meet
is Wednesday from 2·10 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the SRC lobby.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a video & pizza party
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the Christian Campus House located south of
Lawson Hall. Come join the fun! Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
SPECIAL OLYMPIC VOLUNTEER Meeting wlll be at 5:45 p.m. in
Buzzard Auditorium on April 22. II you are working at or coming to
SPecial Olympics on April 30, please attend important meeting.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have elections for offices April 24 at 2:30
p.m. in FAM 013. All who are interested must be present and on time.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have Bible Study on Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in Lantz.
ZOOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. in LS
201. Elections of Officers! Also presenting Charles Helm from the
University of Illinois talking about "Plant Resistance and Soybean
Management.• All welcome. Free refreshments.
VOTE IN STUDENT Government elections Wednesday from 7:50 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. Poling places are in the residence halls, union walkway
and Coleman Hall.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY will have a meeting Wednesday at 3 p.m. in
Coleman Hall 232. All majors weloomel
JR. IFC MEETING will be Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the Greenup room in
the Union. Each fraternity must have at least two members present or
fines will be given.
GAY & LESBIAN SUPPORT Group meets weekly. Call Bud Sanders
(581-3413) at the Counseling Center for Information.
PHI BETA SIGMA Tuck-Ins. Call Dwayne Smith at 581-2739 for more
details.
PHI BETA SIGMA Splash Party at Buzzard. Call Dwayne Smith for
more details 581-2739.
PHI BETA SIGMA Ice Cream Social at the Afro-American Cultural
Society. Call Dwayne Smith at 2739 for more details.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will host "Delta Night at the Apollo" on April 29
at 8 p.m. in the Rathskeller. For more details about participation contact
Nichole Stewart at 348-5235.
ACS WILL HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Physical Science
415.
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES Assoc. will have a meeting Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m. in Blair. New members are welcome.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting Wednesday at
5:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon room. Pledge party money is due.
ENGLISH CLUB ESSAY Judging will be Wednesday at 6 p.m. at
Karen's. Important for all to come help read essays.
PHILOSOPHY FORUM WEEKLY meeting will be Wednesday at 12
p.m. fn the Rathskeller. The symposium at ISU and the organization of
the chess tournament will be discussed.
MODEL UNITED NATIONS will have a meeting Wednesday at 8:30
p.m. in Andrews Hall lobby. All new members are welcome.
HABLE UD ESPANOL will meet April 22 from 12-12:45 In LS 213. For
the Spanish Speaking at any level.
PHI BETA SIGMA Bowling Party Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
University Union. Call Dwayne Smith 581-2739.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an executive meting Wednesday at 6 p.m. in
Coleman 101.
Pl - Note: Campus Clips are run tree of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PROm event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. AU Clips should be submitted
to The Dally Eastern News office by NOON one butlness day before the
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadhne
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline
Will NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that 1s
illegible or contains confllctmg Information will not be published.

METALLICA TRIBUTE BAND
"DAMAGE INC." PYROTECH·
NIC SHOW AT TED'S THURSDAY. ADM $3.00. SHOW
STARTS 9:00 P.M.
4/22
TRI-SIGMAS: FIRE UP FOR
GREEK WEEKI GO SIGMAS!
4/21
Congratulations
to
Bill
Kingsbury on lavaliering Jeanne
Sabal of Tri-Sigma! The Men of
Pi Kappa Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
April Gowdy: Good luck with
Senate Elec1ions Today. We are
very proud of you. Love, Mom &
Data
_,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Junior; Thanks for all your help
with pyramids. You are an awesome coachl Tau love, The
Pyramid Team
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
STACY
SAYLES:
YOU
LOOKED BEAUTIFUL AT
CORONATION! WE WERE
PROUD YOU REPRESENTED
TRI-SIGMA! LOVE YOUR SIS·
TERSI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

PIKE AIRBAND : Good Luck
tonight! Make all your hard work
pay offl JUST BEAT ITI Your
Pike Brothers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
AST AIRBAND: Fire up for
tonight. GO TAUS! GO TAUSI
GO TAUS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4n1
Dreamy: We couldn't ask for a
better dreamgir1. Thanks for the
support! Love the Men of Pl
Kappa Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
BRIDGET: GOOD LUCK TODAY
WITH TUGS! GRANNY'S SO
PROUD OF YOU. BEERS ON
ME WHEN 1rs ALL OVER. AGO
LOVE, LISA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4n1
Go Phi Sig tuggers! We know
you'll do great! Tug, Tug, Tug,
Love your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Thank you Norma Taylor for all
that you dol Love, The ASTs
_ _ _4/21
•p•: The cutest queen of the
nite-good luck tonight. Mama
Luvs you. AGO love, Lisa
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4./21

TRI-SIGMA TUGS & AIRBAND:
GOOD
LUCK
TONIGHT,
YOU'LL DO A GREAT JOB.
LOVE, BAI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
PIKE TUGGERS: GOOD LUCK
WITH TUGS THIS WEEKI NO
MORE SKI TEAMS!
4/21
MIKE GODEK: Thank you so
much for ALL of your hard work
and dedication. Your patience
and commitment is greatly
appreciated. You're the best
sweetheart. Love, Your Phi Sig
luggers.
4/21
ALPHA PH AIRBAND: We know
you'll do an awesome job
tonight! WE'LL BE THERE TO
CHEER YOU ONI LOVE, YOUR
SISTERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
We like MIKE GODEK and we
can not liel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
KIM HOPPER: YOU DID AN
AWESOME JOB FOR GREEK
SING LOVE YOUR TRI-SIGMA
SISTERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-4/21

TONIGHT AT

THIRSTY'S
NICKEL

SHAZAMI SHAZAMI JOEY'S
HAS GREAT FOOD MAN! CALL
345-2466.
EXPERIENCE
SHAZAM. ONLY AT JOEY'S
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
HEY SIG EPS: Thanks for let·
ting us use your Tug Rope this
week. Delta Chis
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121

Alison, Bridget. Heather, Jenny,
Marci, Pam: Thank you for all of
the time and hard work all of
you put Into Alpha Garn
Alrbandl Have fun tonight! Love,
Lori and Leslie

SIG EP Airband get psyched for
yourdebutperlormance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121

R

Go Phi Sig Airband & Phi
Tuggersl We love you!
_ _ _4/21
ASA AIRBAND: You guys are
awesome! Now show everyone
what you've got! Good luck!
ASA love, Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4./21
The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau
would like to congratulate the
new 1993 Greek Queen and
King Laura Diii of Alpha Gamma
Delta, as of Delta Tau Delta.
----..,....,...,...,....,....,-.....:4/21
ASA Airband: "!'VE GOT ONE
THING TO SAY." Tonight's the
night, let's show them what
we've got! ASA love, Renee
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.....;4n1

E

grul)EN'f PUBLICATIONS

is now offering a
RESUME SERVICE
for the Faculty, Staff
and Students of Eastern

s

iu
M
E

Troy Swanson: Good luck
tonight-you'll do great. And congrats on getting Pike President!
I am so proud of you. P.S. Hang
In there! Only about 4 weeks
left. Love, Melissa

Packages include:
•Resumes
• Blank Sheets for Cover Letters
• Matching Envelopes

Is

For more information or to make an
appointment, please call 581-2812.

"onsratulatlolJs

ORIGINAL

DRAFT NIGHT

~;!~~E;----··----~~
"NOT THE LITTLE 50 oz Pitchers You Get Up the Street"
"D.J. Andy Miles Plays All Your Favorite Music"

Give them something to remember!
Place a

GRADlJAXION .RERSONAL
in The Daily Eastern News on Thursday, April 29.

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &'3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash &' Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves
·Balconies

St James Place
(1905) s. 12th St.)
• l&' 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
•Laundry &' Parking

Call Anytime 348· l 4 79 For Appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
Free Semi-thick Crust after 1O p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m .
2 a.m. on weekends

•

:E

Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

$7.95

$3.99

Large Thin
Slngle Item
and Qt. of
Coke

Small Pizza
when placed

After 10 p.m.
each additional
item 75¢

$5 buys 1S words or less plus your choice of artwork

Deadline: Friday, April 23 at 2 p.m.
Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address----------Phone - - - Message~---------------~

CIRCLE ONE

Still Available For Fall

345-3400

•say goodbye
•wish them luck
•recall a favorite memory

Every
Wednesday

$1 91 per order
Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

Wednesday, April 21, 1993

COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby
ENTRY DEADLINES

Telephone: 581-2821
ATTENTION!

Track Meet (M,W) ...................................................................TODAY
Intramural team entries will be accepted by the Recreational
4 on 4 Volleyball (CR) ..................................................Friday, April 23 Sports Office after 2 p.m. on Monday-Friday only!
*Mini Golf (M,W,CR) ...............................................Thursda~ April 29 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*Enter "on the spof'
SOFTBALL CANCELLATIONS
This is a reminder that no decision on the cancellation of softball
TRACK MEET
games due to bad weather is made until 3 p.m. on the day of the
--Men's and Women's individual and team competition
game. Please do not call the Rec Sports Office until after 3 p.m. con**Former Intercollegiate Track & Cross Country Athletes are not cerning the cancellation of the game. We ask that only team maneligible.
agers call in!
--The maximum number of individuals on a team is 15. Teams may
Participants in Intramural softball are forbidden to park or drive
enter 2 people per event and 1 team per relay.
their vehicles or mopeds in the Intramural fields by order of the
--Field events beginning at 6:00 p.m.: High Jump, Shot Put, Long University Police Department. Participants may park on the gravel
Jump, and Softball Throw.
road.
--Running events beginning at 7:00 p.m.: 4800 Meter Run, 400~----------------------~
Meter Dash, 1600 Meter Run, 100 Meter Dash, 400 Meter Relay,
GUEST POLICY
800 Meter Relay, 200 Meter Dash, 3200 Meter Run, and 1600 Meter
Guest passes can be purchased for $4.00 at the Recreational
Rel~ .aRd-800-Meter Run.
Sports Office in the lobby of the Student Recreation Center for those
--E.!fltries deadline TODAY!
using the SAC. Each university student, faculty, and staff (who have
--Play begins Thursday, April 22 on the outdoor running track purchased a Rec Membership card) may bring one guest per day,
(O'Brien Stadium). However, in the event of bad weather, competi- however, member may bring more than one guest as long as all are
_t~io~n~w~il~lt~a~ke~~la~ce~in~t~h~e~L~a~n~~F~~~l~d~H~o~u~se~·--------~ immedi~e famil~ Guests must be accompanied byth~rsponsor~
all times while using the recreation facilities.
NEW!! 4 ON 4 VOLLEYBALL NEW!!
**MUST HAVE EXACT CHANGE ON THE WEEKENDS!

2 NIGHT EVENT ONLY!!
--Co-Rec Competition
--Co-Rec teams consist of 2 men and 2 women with a roster limit of
3 men and 3 women. Individuals are limited to only one team.
--A game shall be played to 11 points with a cap of 13 points, must
win by 2 points.
--A single elimination tournament will be held on Monday with the
finals held on Tuesday.
--Entries deadline is Friday, April 23.
--Play begins Monday, April 26 at 6:30 p.m. on the SAC Basketball
Courts. **Teams must check in between 6:00 and 6:30 p.m.

------------------------1
NEW!! MINI GOLF NEW!!
-Men's and women's singles, doubles, teams, and mixed doubles.
--Teams consist of 4 individuals.
--Individual play 19 holes of miniature golf on Charleston's champion
Miniature Golf Course. The lowest score of each division wins.
--Enter "on the spof' Thursday, April 29 from 2-6 p.m. Participants
must register by 5:30 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS!
·-Competition will be held at the Charleston Putt' N' Swing -- located
on 18th Street by the Rotary Pool.
**Cost is $1.50 per game. Individuals must pay prior to golfing.
~----------------------~

DAILY AND WEEKEND CANOE RENTALS

WATER ACTIVITIES!!
Water, there is no better environment for exercising! With warm
weather on the way, the Division of Recreational Sports urges all
students to get into the water and start enjoying the many benefits of
our various water activities.
LAP SWIM: It's not only an all body workout but you can avoid the
crowds while enjoying a leisurely swim in an aquatic environment.
Lap swim is offered at the fallowing times and place:
Lantz Pool - Monday-Friday from 7-10 p.m.; and Saturday and
Sunday from 2-5 p.m.
Buzzard Pool - Monday-Friday from 12-1and4-5 p.m.
AQUA AEROBICS: From the natural buoyancy of the water, you
joints will move more freely without the needless pounding or jarring
during exercise. The water also provides the resistance needed to
optimally work your muscles. Eastern's Division of Recreational
Sports is providing a program to help you attain the benefits of exercise enjoyable with less stress applied to your body. Aqua Aerobics
is offered on the following days and times:
Monday-Friday................................................................5:00 p.m.
Tues~~Y ~ Thursday.......................................................6:00 p.m.
**All one hour sessions are held in Buzzard Pool unless otherwise
posted.

Canoes may be rented between the first day of school after
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER SUMMER FEES
Spring Break and the last day of school before Thanksgiving
Students who are not attending summer school but who wish to
break on a daily or weekend basis. A validated student l.D. or
use
the SAC and Lantz facilities during the 1993 summer session
Faculty/Staff Recreation card plus a driver's license is required
may do so by purchasing a Summer Recreation pass. The cost of
for check out. The cost of rental will be $5.00 per day with a
the summer recreation card is $33.00. Summer passes will only be
$40.00 deposit required. The deposit is refunded when the rental
given to students who have a spring semester l.D. and intend to regfee is paid. Canoe, paddle, floatation devices and car carrier are ister for the Fall 93. Part-time students desiring the use of the
included in the rental fee. Check out times is between 7:30 a.m. Student Recreation Center are required to pay $4.15 for each credit
and 3:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday. For daily rentals, canoes hour less than 8 for which they are registered. Student should bring
must be returned between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. or between their fee receipt, class schedule, and Student l.D. to the SAC office
7:30 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. the following morning. A canoe rented to pay the fee and obtain a summer recreation membership card.
on a daily basis on Friday must be returned Friday, otherwise a A student registered for SUMMER:
5 hours pays $12.45
two-day late fee will be assessed when returned on Monday. For 1 hour pays $29.05
6 hours pays $8.30
weekend rentals , canoes may be checked out on either 2 hours pays $24.90
7 hours pays $4.15
Thursday or Friday and must be returned between 7:30 a.m. and 3 hours pays $20.75
9:00 a.m. Monday morning. A canoe rented for the weekend 4 hours pays $16.60
prior to noon on Thursday or Friday costs an addltional days~----------------------~
rent. A $5.00 late fee is charged for canoes returned between
FINALS WEEK!
9:00 a.m. and noon. An additional $5.00 is charged if returned in
(Saturday, May 8 through Thursday, May 13)
During finals week, the Student Recreation Center and Lantz
the afternoon. Each subsequent day results in an additional
$10.00 late fee. INDIVIDUALS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR Facilities will hold regular hours until Thursday, May 13 when the
LOADING AND UNLOADING THEIR OWN CANOES AND ARE facilities will close at 8 p.m. The SAC and Lan~ Facilities will reopen
ENCOURAGED TO BRING HELP WHEN RENTING A CANOE. the following day Friday, May 14 at 8 a.m. till 8 p.m. The SAC and
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSI- Lantz facilities will then be closed the weekend of May 15 and 16
TY. Further details available at the Rec Sports Office in the SAC, and will reopen with summer hours Monday, May 17.
Lobby, or call 581-2821 .

GOOD-LUCK ON SEMESTER EXAMS!!

Lady Panthers down Indiana State
By JOHN P. ANGEL
Staff writer

The Eastern's women's tennis team contin ued its winning ways, by defeating
Indiana State 6-3, Tuesday night at Lantz
Fieldhouse.
"The girls played exceptionally well,
ISU is a great team, to beat them is a terrific win," said Eastern coach John Ross.
"Last year, they had the same p layers on

the courts, and we lost to them on three different occasions."
The match was delayed two hours and
forced indoors because of rain.
The Lady Panthers also switched their
normal routine, playing doubles first, and
then singles. The teams played eight game
pro-set doubles to speed up the match.
Eastern won two of three doubles matches as Theresa Ramage and Samantha
Wulfers won at No. 1 and Geeta Dua and

Stephanie Sullivan won at No. 3.
With the Lady Panthers up by the score
of 2-1, going into the singles play, they
knew that the hardest part was yet to come.
"ISU traditionally has strong players and
in past years they have hun us on the singles end," said Ross.
At No. I singles Ramage lost in a long
three set match by the score of 6-4, 4-6, 26. Wulfers came back to win her match at
No. 2 singles in three sets, 1-6, 6-2, 6-4.

Melissa Welch, Dua and Sullivan
picked up victories in their singles m
es. Dua has been undefeated at No. 5 ·
gles since filling in for senior Lisa B
who has been out of action for over
month with an illness.
Berg saw her first action on Tue
since her illness, beating her opponent ~
6-0. Ross said she will return to the re
lineup on Wednesday against Olney Juni
College, playing at the No. 2 singles spot.

Baseball,
softball
contests
canceled

JEFF CUUER/Staff photographer
Eastern's softball coach Beth Perine talks to her team In La111Z Fieldhouse Tuesday. The Panthers were scheduled to play host to DePaul,
but the u11playable weather forced the ca11cellation of the game. Eastern hopes the clouds will hold so it can play Indiana State Wednesday.

Eastern tries to slow down Indiana State
By JEFF GLADE
Associate sports editor
Eastern 's softball team will try again to
return home Wednesday afternoon, playing
host to Indiana State at 3 p.m. at Lantz Field
"Indiana State just swept a doubleheader
from Southwest Missouri State, who is also
playing very well," said Eastern coach Beth
Perine. "They have been hitting well, fielding
well and their pitchers have been keeping the
ball down. That's all they want - a lot of
ground ball outs."

What the Sycamores have been doing of
late is what Eastern will need to do to get back
into the win column after losing its last five
outings. The Panthers must play solid defense,
get clutch hitting and wait for Indiana State to
make its mistake.
"We know we need to capitaliz.e at the plate
and drive runs in when we get the opportunity,
but we also have to be patient at the plate and
not try to force anything," said Perine. "We
have to wait until they make a mistake and get
the ball up. We have to wait for a pitch to help
the team."

Going to the mound for the Panthers will be
junior Coli Turley in game one and freshman
Missy Porzel in game rwo. Both have had
suoog seasons this far and Perine said it will
be up to the defense not to let them down.
"All of our pitchers have been doing an
excellent job and we have to be certain we
don't make any mistakes behind them defensively," Perine said. "We let down the one
inning against Northern (five errors that led to
seven runs on three hits) and they killed us.
We can't let down ... we have to make the
plays to win."

Foiled again.
Rain forced the cancellation
Tuesday's home baseball ands
ball games once again. The
ball Panthers had a doublehea
with Oakland City College call
off and will not make it up. W
er permitting, Eastern will be
action Wedne<;day at home ag ·
Chicago State. Gametime will
slated for I p.m.
The softball team had a confi
encc doubleheader with DePa
cancelled It will be rescheduled
May 6. The Panthers have a
doubleheader with lndiana S
scheduled for Wednesday at 3 p.m.
Rain has been a problem
spring for the baseball and so
teams, forcing the cancellation
postponement of several gam
Men's and women's tennis
track teams have also felt t
effects of the poor weather this
son.
The rainy weather forced
Lady Panthers· tennis team to
their Tuesday evening mat
indoors. Eastern still won
match over Indiana State with a
victory.

Fahey, Clausen enjoy roles in starting rotation
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

When Dan Callahan took over
as the head coach of the Eastern
baseball team he had a transfer
anchor rus first pitching staff. It
has been the same way ever
since.
First it was Ryan Edwards in
l 989 and then Steve Lemke
followed in 199 l. Both went on
to play professionally in the
minor leagues after successful
seasons at Eastern.
Now Callahan, who is in his
fifth year as the Panthers head
coach, has another transfer bidding to be Eastern's top staning
pitcher.
Basil Clausen, who played his
first two years of college baseball at Lake Land Junior College
in Mattoon, is making a strong
case to become the Panthers' top
starter in Mid-Continent Conference games.
Clausen th r ew a one-h i t
s hutout, his second of the season,

,.
Mike Fahey

......

against Western Illinois on
Sunday. As a result, he was
named the Mid-Con's pitcher of
the week. In the Panthers' 6-0
win over Western, he walked a
pair and struck out seven.
But Clausen, a native of

Basil Clausen
Tinley Park, has competition for
the top spot in the Panther rotation. Junior Mike Fahey, who has
been the Panthers' closer for the
past two years, has made a
smooth tr ansition from his
relieving role to a starting role.

"I would say that we have two
top starters," said Callahan,
whose Panthers take a 12-15
record into a 1 p.m. Wednesday
doubleheader at Monier Field
against Chicago State. "Some
days Basil could bt: ovr 11wnbt;r
one and other days Mike could
be our number one. There are
even sometimes that Derek
Johnson could be our number
one.
"On Sunday, I let them decide
which one was going to pitch the
first game."
Most college coaches would
like to have a pair of starting
pitchers that put up the numbers
that Clausen and Fahey have so
far this season. Clausen is 3-3
with a 1.86 ERA. He has thrown
three complete games and is second on the team in strikeouts
with 29. Fahey, a Chicago native,
is 3-1 with a 2.17 ERA and has
thrown a pair of complete games.
··we have told our pitchers
that they can be good pitchers if
they can have two pitches work-

ing for them," Callahan sai
"We told them if they can
three pitches working then
can be great pitchers. On Sun
Basil was a great pitcher."
Both Fahey and Clausen ha
had to make adjusrmems t
season. For Clausen it w
throwing to Division I com
tion as opposed to the junior
lege teams he has thro
against. Fahey has had to
the switch from relieving
starting.
"I enjoy starting much be
than I did relieving," said F
who had 11 saves in two years
a reliever. "When you 're
reliever you have to sit on •
and needles because you mi
have to throw. Now I can
centrate and gear up for my

start:'
Both Clausen and Fahey
be on the mound on Satur
when the Panthers play Cle
land State in a Mid-Contin
Conference doubl eheader
Monier Field.

